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S1 Direct Regression

In Figure 3, we compare the performance of the proposed procedure to a method more typical of
machine learning: using a neural network to directly compute the joint probability given a rate
vector and the number of nascent and mature RNA molecules: G : ✓D 7! Q(n,m; ✓). Here, a direct
example ✓D = {log10 b, log10 �, log10 �, n,m}. We refer to this method as direct regression (DR).
Here, the neural network directly approximates the generating function solution, bypassing the
need for distributional approximations and kernel functions. Dense, fully connected MLPs ranging
from 128 to 3000 nodes and 2 to 5 layers with ReLu activation functions between each layer were
used for direct regression. Models were trained on 512 or 1024 training rate vectors ✓ = {b,�, �}

corresponding to 14,027,057 and 24,481,592 direct examples respectively, with 700,000 validation
direct examples. Models were implemented in PyTorch using the Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 0.001 and weight decay of 0.0001 [39] and trained for 20 epochs to reduce the mean squared
error between the predicted probabilities Q(n,m; ✓) and P (n,m; ✓). After training architectures
with di↵erent number of layers and nodes, we tested performance by predicting probabilities over
state spaces and comparing direct regression approximations to QV20 distributions (ground truth,
described in 6.6). Figure S2 shows Hellinger distances between direct approximation and ground
truth (QV20) for 756 testing rate vectors. The model used for comparison in Figure 2 was chosen
based on results in Figure S2 and comprises 3 layers of 256 nodes. It was trained on 24,481,592
examples (1,024 rate vectors) for 20 epochs. Parameters for the final model are listed in Table S2.

S2 Moment-matched lognormal/NB approximation procedure

As discussed in Section 6.5, we use a moment-matched lognormal distribution to coarsely approx-
imate the location and dispersion of each conditional distribution P (m|n). We can go one step
further and dispense with the neural network altogether, plugging these parameters back into a
conditional negative binomial distribution. This gives us the following PMF:

QMM (n,m) = P (n)Q(m|n),

Q(m|n) = PNB(µ2,n+1,�2,n+1),

µ2,n+1 = exp (µyl,n+1 + �yl,n+1/2) ,

�2,n+1 = µ2,n+1
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⌘
� 1,

(31)

where the two final equations are standard properties of the lognormal distribution, with their
arguments computed through Equation 13.
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S3 Supplementary Figures and Tables

Figure S1: Architecture of the final model for KWR. It includes an input layer, two fully connected
layers of 256 nodes and output layer of 10 nodes that produces weights for kernel functions. Another
layer produces the scaling factor h with outputs from first layer of 256 nodes.

Name Number of Parameters Activation Function Input
L1 2,048 sigmoid input
L2 65,792 sigmoid L1
L3 2,570 sigmoid L2
L4 257 sigmoid L1

Table S1: Parameters of the final network used for kernel weight regression (KWR). Total trainable
parameters: 70,667. Input is ✓̃ described in Section 6.3.

Name Number of Parameters Activation Function Input
L1 1,536 ReLu input
L2 65,792 ReLu L1
L3 65,792 ReLu L2
L4 257 sigmoid L3

Table S2: Parameters of the final network used for direct regression (DR). Total trainable param-
eters: 133,377. Input is ✓D described in Section S1.
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Figure S2: Performance and comparison of direct regression architectures: Hellinger distance be-
tween generating-function based solutions (QV20) and direct regression approximations for 768
testing rate vectors. Approximations did not improve with increasing a. number of layers (with
a fixed 256 nodes per layer) or b. number of nodes in hidden layers (with a fixed 3 layers). Best
accuracy (lowest Hellinger distance) was for an architecture of 3 fully connected layers of 256 nodes
each.
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Figure S3: Time (seconds) to evaluate joint distribution over state spaces of various sizes. Joint dis-
tributions for 256 testing rate vectors (each with di↵erent nascent and mature means, so evaluated
over di↵erent state spaces) were evaluated using four generating-function based methods (QV20,
QV10, QV4, and FQ, see Results 2 for details), direct regression (DR), the moment matched neg-
ative binomial approximation (MMNB), and our kernel weight regression method (KWR).
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